Causally insufficient structures (models with latent or hidden variables, or with confounding etc.) of joint probability distributions have been subject of intense study not only in statistics, but also in various AI systems. In AI, belief networks, being representations of joint probability distribution with an underlying directed acyclic graph structure, are paid special attention due to the fact that efficient reasoning (uncertainty propagation) methods have been developed for belief network structures. Algorithms have been therefore developed to acquire the belief network structure from data. As artifacts due to variable hiding negatively influence the performance of derived belief networks, models with latent variables have been studied and several algorithms for learning belief network structure under causal insufficiency have also been developed. Regrettably, some of them are known already to be erroneous (e.g. IC algorithm of [12] ). This paper is devoted to another algorithm, the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) Algorithm of [17] . It is proven by a specially constructed example that this algorithm, as it stands in [17] , is also erroneous.
worse, it would exhibit independencies not present in the data.
We sought to recover from this error. First of all, we noticed the discrepance between the notion of D-SEP and Possible-D-SEP of the FCI algorithm (they do not agree for a fully oriented including path graph). An attempt to reconcile these notions proved to be misleading, because while providing remedy for the first example it lead to errors in a more complex example.
Therefore a re-elaboration of two stages of FCI is proposed in order to stabilize the dynamics of Possible-D-SEP under edge removal.
Fast Causal Inference Algorithm of Spirtes et al.
To make this paper self-contained, we below remind the Causal Inference (CI) and the Fast Causal Inference (FCI) algorithms of Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines [17] together with some basic notation used therein. Recalling CI algorithm is necessary as FCI refers to CI in its final phase. The text of this section is to a large extent a citation from [17] , and quotation marks will be dropped for readability.
Essentially, the CI algorithm recovers partially the structure of an including path graph. Given a directed acyclic graph G with the set of hidden nodes V h and visible nodes V s representing a causal network CN, an including path between nodes A and B belonging to V s is a path in the graph G such that the only visible nodes (except for A and B) on the path are those where edges of the path meet head-to-head and there exists a directed path in G from such a node to either A or B. An including path graph for G is In a partially oriented including graph π (see [17] , pp.: 181-182) (i) A is a parent of B if and only if A− > B in π.
(ii) B is a collider along the path < A, B, C > if and only if A * − > B < − * C in π.
B is a definite non-collider on undirected path U if and only if either B is an endpoint of U, or there exist vertices A and C such that U contains one of the subpaths A < − − B * − * C, A * − * B − − > C, or A * − * B * − * C, (see Glossary of [17] ).
(iii) An edge between B and A is into A iff A < − * B in π (iv) An edge between B and A is out of A iff A− > B in π.
(v) A is d-separated from B given set S iff A and B are conditionally independent given S.
(vi) A and B are d-connected given node C iff there exists no such set S containing C such that A and B are conditionally independent given S. viii) U is a directed path from X to Y iff there exists an undirected path between X and Y such that if V is adjacent to X on U then X− > V in π, if V is adjacent to Y on V, then V − > Y , if V and V" are adjacent on U and V is between X and V" on U,
The Causal Inference (CI) Algorithm: (see [17] , pp.: 183)
Input: Empirical joint probability distribution Output: partial including path graph π.
A) Form the complete undirected graph Q on the vertex set V. else if U is a definite discriminating path between A and B for M in π and P and R are adjacent to M on U, and P-M-R is a triangle, then if M is in Sepset(A,B) then M is marked as non-collider on subpath P * − * M * − R else P * − * AM * − * R is oriented as P * − > M < − * R,
until no more edges can be oriented.
End of CI
To understand the proper FCI algorithm, some additional definitions are necessary:
ix) In a full including graph π 0 V is in D-Sep(A,B) iff V = A and there is an undirected path from V to A such that all the nodes on the path are colliders having either A or B as their definite successor. (see [17] , p. 187)
x) "For a given partially constructed partially oriented including path graph π, 
Step A) of FCI is trivial. Let us consider step B).We start with n = 0. Edge removal:~eW3 Y3 SepSet {T3,V3}
Edge removal:~eY3 Z2 SepSet {V3,b3}
Edge removal:~eY3 b3 SepSet {V3,c3}
Edge removal:~eY3 c2 SepSet {V3,c3} We obtain the undirected graph in Fig.2 . Please notice at this stage, that there are three edges Y 3 − X 3 , S 3 − W 3 and R 3 − V 3 not present in the original graph of Fig.1 . We shall not be alerted by this fact as the step D of FCI possibly removes further edges.
Let us turn to step C of FCI. We orient stepwise edges to (see Fig.3 ) : 9:~eL2<-oV3 which is in agreement with the original graph up to the following edges: Y 3 < − > X 3 , S 3 < − > W 3 and R 3 < − > V 3 which are superfluous and P 3 < − > X 3 oriented contradictory to intention of the original graph:
In this way we obtain the partial including path graph of Fig.3 .
We arrive at step D) of the algorithm. Two of the unwanted edges S 3 < − > W 3 and R 3 < − > V 3 are removed correctly, but the third Y 3 < − > X 3 not due to nodes of D-Sep missing in Possible-D-Sep. As a result we obtain the graph of Fig.4 . If we apply now step E) of FCI obtaining erroneous edge Y 3 < − > X 3 and erroneous edge orientation P 3 < − > X 3 indicating erroneous (conditional) dependence of Y 3 on X 3 (within the original graph e.g. {R 3 , S 3 , Z 3 , V 3 } d-separates both) and conditional independence of S 3 and P 3 on {L 1 , L 2 , L 3 , L 4 } whereas in the original network also X 3 is needed to d-separate both. We obtain also a contradictory information: the constraint S 3 * − * X 3 * − P 3 and at the same time edge orientations:
Notice that failure to remove edge Y 3 < − > X 3 is related to the sequence of checking edges for removal. If this edge were tried first, then no error would occur.
Theorem 1 is proven.
Modification of Definition of Possible-D-Sep
Notice that within the original definition of Possible-D-Sep we encountered a superfluous phrase: "Y is not a definite non-collider". In the light of the above result this encouraged me to assume that authors meant something different than they actually have written. 
Internetwork connections
Giving nodes X, p, and q to other networks
can be constructed which will make the FCI algorithm with this definition also invalid, as visible from Figs.6-8 -see superfluous edges X i < − > Y i in Fig.8 , also incorrect edge orientations of edges property which is nether truth-preserving nor falsehood-preserving on removal of super-
Figure 6: After step B) of the FCI Algorithm Figure 7 : After step C) of the FCI Algorithm 
Discussion
The paper demonstrates by example that the FCI algorithm as it stands in [17] , is not correct. To repair it, it is necessary either to drop step C) spoiling the whole algorithm altogether, or to change both the definition of Possible-D-Sep and step C. This is because of the philosophy of FCI: it is meant to remove first as much edges as possible using only direct neigbbours of a node (just taking advantage of earlier edge removals in the process), and then to take into account those nodes, which are not neighbouring but influence dependence relationship between the nodes which is done in step D).
Step C) was intended as a way to bind set of potential candidates for dependency considerations of step D), but is just demonstrated to be wrong. Obviously, it can be removed without violating the philosophy of the algorithm, while re-establishing algorithm's correctness. FCI algorithm modified by removal of step C), however, would not be too beneficial compared to the primary CI algorithm but for really sparse networks. And hence, like CI, would be rarely applicable to networks larger than a few nodes.
Therefore the alternative presented in section 6 seems to be reasonable. It is, however, more space consuming -due to the necessity of maintaining local constraint list. However, when starting stage C of CI (as required at the end of FCI), the local constraint list could be retained to save re-calculations.
We could instead take the policy -as an alternative to section 6 approach -that we would rerun steps C and D whenever an edge has been removed in stage D. This seems however not to be a time-efficient solution. Two facts about the sample network used in the proof of Theorem 1 cannot be overseen:
the network as such is rather a big one and this network is artificially constructed, and therefore may seldom occur in practice. However, from the point of view of statistics it is not negligible that an algorithm makes systematic errors beside random ones.
The lesson to be learned from failure of FCI is that one should be very careful if a network structure algorithm runs at risk of introducing non-existent links between nodes, especially if it is based on local criteria like FCI and CI.
The result of this paper has consequences for the validity of the theory developed in Chapter 6 of [17] . Our result means directly that the Theorem 6.4 of [17] is wrong, and all the claims derived from it should be at least reconsidered.
Conclusions
In this paper non-suitability of the FCI algorithm of Spirtes et al, as it stands in [17] , for recovery of belief networks from data under causal insufficiency has been proven by example. It must be acknowledged that the size of the demonstration network is considerable, and hence under practical settings under which this type of algorithms is applied, should seldom have a chance to emerge. However, users of the algorithm should be aware of possibilities of occasional failures built into the philosophy of the algorithm.
The only ad hoc possibility of repair for FCI is to drop its step C) altogether, but then improvement over CI of [17] is only for very sparse networks, and CI is known to be feasible for networks with mean and large number of nodes.
A more elaborate repair method has been proposed which changes the definition of Possible-D-Sep and stage C of FCI algorithm.
Further research efforts are necessary to establish other derivatives of the CI algorithm which would be computationally feasible but not lead to incorrect results by definition.
